The Bosnian Pyramid Experience
I went to the Bosnian Pyramids to see for myself what was going on. I had listened to Dr Sam
Semir Osmanagich giving various online lectures and radio interviews and was curious to find out why
there could be such debate in the media, both mainstream and alternative, if his claims were true. Dr
Sam Semir Osmanagich claims that two of the five pyramids, near Visoko, are bigger than the
biggest at Giza, the Pyramid of the sun stands at a height of 220m whilst the Pyramid of the Moon
measures 190m in height and for me if this was true there should be little debate, especially after 7
years of investigation. Anyway I had listened to online interviews of Dr Sam Semir and I thought he
had a strong argument and admired greatly how he had battled such a passionate resistance to his
claims.

So I was hugely excited as I cycled from Kiseljak
towards the Valley that contained these huge pyramid
shaped hills, excited to meet Dr Sam and excited to see
what all the fuss was about.

As I entered the valley I was instantly struck by
how pyramid-like the “hills” looked yet also instantly
confused by which hill, was which pyramid. I had studied
maps of the area but it seemed like there were other pyramid shaped hills that weren‟t on the map or
hadn‟t been given names but I dismissed these thoughts and cycled to the hotel where the volunteer
program was based.

View of my first pyramid/hill

I found the hotel unaccommodating (as well as many other volunteers); the staff, excluding
one guy, were rude, uninterested and the service was laughable. There was absolutely no love put in to
the food provided and the attitude towards the volunteers was not a pleasant one and typified by
their attitude to cleaning the rooms. None of the volunteers protested the idea of cleaning our own
dormitories but no-one was prepared to buy our own mops and detergents, even worse as we weren‟t
given a reason why we couldn‟t borrow theirs. All this was taken on the chin as we were all there to
investigate not whinge about dirt but it turned out to be the first of the mis-shapen puzzle pieces
that we would gather.
On the Monday we met Dr. Sam and he took us on a tour of the area; first we briefly visited a
hill opposite the Pyramid of the Sun to get a good view, then we had a more extensive tour of the
Ravne tunnels followed by the Pyramid of
the Sun itself. Sam was great at Public
relations but I was disappointed that he
just repeated what he said in the youtube
videos I‟d seen, often word for word, but
it was still brilliant to see the sites we saw
with the man who had discovered them.

The next day I started work at
the Ravne tunnels and worked there for 3
days, it should have been more but over the course of the 3 days I became increasingly annoyed by a
number of things I saw there. Having just visited the tunnels the day before I had been impressed
by the massive ceramic blocks found in the tunnels, the healing properties of the tunnels which I
experienced first-hand, the air-flow and the fact that they have dug through to tunnels that were
empty of rubble with water up to the shins.

Working there gave me a totally different experience. I became frustrated by the lack of
urgency to dig, by the fact that the team of professional diggers was 4 men (2 of which worked for
less than an hour a day and another was at least 65 years old) and the working day was only 6 hours
long, with an hour for lunch. I came expecting to find teams of geologists, physicists, spiritual people
and experts from their fields but instead found four old geezers that taught us the Bosnian words
„polako polako‟ meaning „slowly slowly‟. I felt confused, wasn‟t this a massive pyramid that still seems
to be working i.e. emitting an ultrasonic beam from the top and still seems to be healing people.

Not only this but:


the beams they were putting in to support the tunnels were unsafe, untreated and rotting away (a
section of the ceiling collapsed on the thursday of the second week)



we were asked to extract interesting things from the rubble, which we did and the 4 geezers
came along and threw them away



they have installed a lighting system which I‟m pretty sure has an effect on the negative ions in
the air which they talked about causing the healing properties inside the tunnels / the lighting
system was supplied by Korean company



it felt like a mine, it was unclear to me how they decided to dig or not dig



the Air flow in the tunnels was impressive with the air flowing different ways above and below
waist height (see our Youtube Video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUoaetUBVDI)



Tracks in tunnels – Alfredo went into a section of previously undiscovered tunnels and found
wheels tracks



6 entrances / we met a guy trying to sell one for a million Euros The operation seemed very
disorganised



the equipment was dilapidated and old but the equipment at the tunnels was bad but it was made
to look new by the equipment at the Pyramid of the Sun



The operation seemed very disorganised



the equipment was dilapidated and old but the equipment at the tunnels was bad but it was made
to look new by the equipment at the Pyramid of the Sun

Now on the pyramid of the sun there is evidence of structures made by intelligent hands,
large pieces of concrete, cracked in places to expose things underneath, it looked like a hill that had
been coated in concrete but we also found some strange things too . After every day whilst working
at the tunnels during the evenings we would hike to the top of the pyramid of the sun to watch the
sunset and we became quite familiar with the shape of the pyramid. It looks very much like a pyramid
from the North and East but it is not so obvious from the South or West, and on the west there was
a huge causeway which looks nothing like a pyramid. Whilst
excavating on one of the sites we found plastic tape buried in a
crack that had been under about 2 metres of clay. There were
huge boulders on some of the faces, which shouldn‟t have been
there if these were pyramids covered with sedimentary earth. The
exposed concrete was sometimes 4 layers thick and sometimes
only 1, the crack where we
found the plastic was one
layer with some type of clay
underneath.
Due to the shape of the pyramid I left the valley
thinking that either this was a pyramid that would have been
much bigger and had collapsed over the years or it was just a
hill with patches that somebody had uncovered 40 years ago,
laid black-ops grade concrete and then covered it again, only to
dig in the same places in modern times in an elaborate hoax.
I went to the pyramid of the moon on 3 occasions and found tiled terraces that were stepped
and quite convincing in appearance but again there are only patches uncovered and they are far from
impossible to hoax. The shape of the P.of the Moon was also peculiar, like the P.of the Sun it had a
massive causeway on the North side leading me to think again that these are either collapsed
pyramids or just hills.
During our evening visits to the top of the P.of the Sun we used to face East towards the P.of
the Moon and on the second evening as the sun was going down you could see a lot of pyramid shaped
hills, we couldn‟t stop laughing as we pointed at maybe 20 to 30 suspicious looking hills.

Photo taken during my cycle through the other valley

So at the end of the first week me and some of my fellow volunteers (all of which is was a
pleasure to have met) began thinking about where the bad guys were hiding. I mean this is a paradigm
shifting archaeological site, the biggest pyramid in the world that is emitting an ultrasonic beam
from the top of it and I am supposed to believe the bad guys only piece on this chess board are some
mainstream academics. We then began to think that maybe their other pieces are here but in secret,
nestled amongst the good guys.
There are plenty of excuses flying around like the roman ruins stop excavation in the top 50
metres and land owners demanding massive amounts of money, there are areas with mines and we
cannot destroy the forest. Well these decisions come ultimately from the system. I mean humans are
destroying the forests around the world at an alarming rate and now were worried about a few acres,
I‟ve got no idea but for me its plausible that these excuses are placed there by the system to keep
harnesses on the people playing with this discovery, and I‟ve seen a lot of roman ruins and whatever is
at the top doesn‟t look roman to me and certainly not worth saving, a pyramid underneath, that needs
investigating.
I feel that the public eye is being diverted so they don‟t see what is really there. When we
arrived we had to state how long we were staying and pay in advance (another nice touch) and I only
paid for 11 nights, as I didn‟t have the cash. I intended to pay more and stay the full 14 nights but I
changed my mind and decided to camp on top of the P.of Sun and go cycling in the valley we saw from
the top. I spent hours cycling around looking at the hills from different angles and some of them
don‟t half look like pyramids to me. (see previous photos)
During the 2 weeks I came across some interesting things. Several of us saw on one afternoon
a silver ball floating around in the sky, it looked like a UFO but it was far too close and too small. I
also photographed some orbs on two different nights.
I‟m now sat at home and can reflect on my mysterious experience in this magical and
mysterious place. I think there is plenty of evidence to suggest that there are some seriously old
pyramids there but in my opinion the foundation of the Bosnian Pyramids is purposefully keeping
developments there polako polako and mis-directing and mis-guiding the genuine investigators. I think
personally that there are large numbers of pyramids there, a field of pyramids of different sizes and
I also think that due to the amount of collapse of the pyramids that they were either attacked or
they are possibly hundreds of thousands of years old.
I also can‟t believe that there has not been excavation and testing done in secret, we were
shown a video of one of the archaeologists going in to some tunnels at Ravne for the first time and he
found wheel tracks on the ground.
So, so many questions and so much mystery, I think I must return and I invite anyone to come
with me to Visoko to camp in that valley and make a video about what the fluff is there.
Peace and Love.

Rich’s Additions:
“You could learn more about the tunnels and what they have found from the souvineer guy
communicating by sign language (unless you understood Bosnian)”
“I had an quick detox first day from being in the tunnels through the top of my head and my pee
was dark brown, no pain felt great for rest of time there.”

